Maturita exam – speaking
82-41-M/017 Multimediální tvorba

Topics for part 3:

1. Customs and traditions in the Czech Republic and the UK
- date/season of the year
- origin
- symbols
- keeping traditions in your family

2. My hometown
- location, housing style in your area
- education, culture, sport facilities
- places of interest
- advantages and disadvantages of living in the city or in the country, in a house or a
flat

3.My school
- location, branches of study (changes), facilities, subjects
- school events, school and after school activities , graduation ball

- Maturita exam in our school
- possibilities after graduation

4. Education system of the Czech Republic
- compulsory education, levels of education
- types of schools, exams, subjects
- school year, classrooms, school canteen
- school activities

5. My field of study – design of interior
- communication in the past/nowadays/in the future
- the internet
- comics, commercials
- important personalities of multimedia
- viruses/hackers
- communication with a client

6. The United Kingdom
- geographical description of the United Kingdom
- places attractive for visitors
- British lifestyle (English breakfast, housing, driving etc.)

- famous people

7. Travelling in my life
- means of transport
- travelling abroad, necessary documents, types of holidays
- types of accommodation
- what can happen on holiday, complaints

8. Czech cuisine
- healthy diet and lifestyle
- eating habits
- traditional Czech meals
- give a recipe of a typical Czech meal
- eating out

9. Shopping in my area
- different kinds of shops
- on-line shopping
- your favourite place to go shopping
- ways of payment
- complaints

10. The Czech Republic
- geographical description of the Czech Republic
- political system
- other places of interests
- famous people

11. Problems of today
- natural disasters (floods, hurricanes, tsunami, earthquake)
- pollution, destroying the environment
- poverty, homelessness, hunger, unemployment, refugees
- current problems in the Czech Republic

12. Prague
- location, parts of Prague
- history
- Charles IV.
- means of transport
- places of interests
- visiting museums and galleries
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